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Though a global Chern–Simons (2k−1)-form is not gauge-invariant, this form seen as a Lagrangian
of higher-dimensional gauge theory leads to the conservation law of a modified Noether current.
One usually considers Chern–Simons (henceforth CS) gauge theory on a principal bun-
dle over a three-dimensional manifold whose Lagrangian is the local CS form derived from
the local transgression formula for the second Chern characteristic form. This Lagrangian
fails to be globally defined, unless a principal bundle is trivial (e.g., if its structure group
is simply connected [4]). Though the local CS Lagrangian is not gauge-invariant, it leads
to the (local) conservation law of the modified Noether current [2, 5, 7]. This result is
extended to the global three-dimensional CS theory [1, 3]. Its Lagrangian is well defined,
but depends on a background gauge potential. Therefore, it is gauge-covariant, but not
gauge-invariant. At the same time, the corresponding Euler–Lagrange operator is gauge-
invariant, and the above mentioned gauge conservation law takes place. We aim to show
that any higher-dimensional CS theory admits such a conservation law.
There are different approaches to the study of Lagrangian conservation laws. We use
the so called first variational formula, which enables one to obtain conservation laws if a
symmetry is broken [5, 6, 7].
Let us consider a first order field theory on a fibre bundle Y → X over an n-dimensional
smooth manifold X . Its configuration space is the first order jet manifold J1Y of sections
of Y → X . Given bundle coordinates (xλ, yi) on a fibre bundle Y → X , its first and second
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order jet manifolds J1Y and J2Y are endowed with the adapted coordinates (xλ, yi, yiµ)
and (xλ, yi, yiµ, y
i
λµ), respectively. One can think of y
i
µ and y
i
λµ as being coordinates of first
and second derivatives of dynamic variables. We use the notation ω = dnx and ωλ = ∂λ⌋ω.
A first order Lagrangian of field theory on Y → X is defined as a density
L = L(xµ, yj, yjµ)ω (1)
on the first order jet manifold J1Y of Y → X . Given a Lagrangian L (1), the corresponding
Euler–Lagrange operator reads
δL = δiLθ
i ∧ ω = (∂iL − dλ∂
λ
i )Lθ
i ∧ ω, (2)
where θi = dyi − yiλdx
λ are contact forms and
dλ = ∂λ + y
i
λ∂i + y
i
λµ∂
µ
i
are the total derivatives, which yield the total differential dHϕ = dx
λ ∧ dλϕ acting on
exterior forms on J1Y . The kernel Ker δL ⊂ J2Y of the Euler–Lagrange operator (2)
defines the Euler–Lagrange equations
δiL = (∂iL − dλ∂
λ
i )L = 0. (3)
A Lagrangian L (1) is said to be variationally trivial if δL = 0. This property holds iff
L = h0(ϕ), where ϕ is a closed n-form on Y and h0 is the horizontal projection
h0(dx
λ) = dxλ, h0(dy
i) = yiλdx
λ, h0(dy
i
µ) = y
i
λµdx
λ.
The relation dH ◦ h0 = h0 ◦ d holds.
To obtain Noether conservation laws, one considers local one-parameter groups of ver-
tical bundle automorphisms (gauge transformations) of Y → X . Their infinitesimal gen-
erators are vertical vector fields u = ui(xµ, yj)∂i on Y → X whose prolongation onto J
1Y
reads
J1u = ui∂i + dλu
i∂λi . (4)
A Lagrangian L is invariant under a one-parameter group of gauge transformations gener-
ated by a vector field u iff its Lie derivative
LJ1uL = J
1u⌋dL = (ui∂iL+ dλu
i∂λi L)ω (5)
2
along J1u vanishes. The first variational formula provides the canonical decomposition
LJ1uL = u⌋δL+ dH(u⌋HL) = u
iδiLω + dλ(u
i∂λi L)ω, (6)
where HL = Lω + ∂
λ
i Lθ
i ∧ ωλ is the Poincare´–Cartan form of L, and
Ju = u⌋HL = J
λ
uωλ = u
i∂λi Lωλ (7)
is the symmetry current along u. On the shell (3), the first variational formula (6) leads
to the weak equality
LJ1uL ≈ −dHJu, u
i∂iL+ dλu
i∂λi L ≈ dλ(u
i∂λi L). (8)
If LJ1uL = 0, we obtain the Noether conservation law
0 ≈ dHJu (9)
of the symmetry current Ju (7). If the Lie derivative (5) reduces to the total differential
LJruL = dHσ, (10)
then the weak equality (8) takes the form
0 ≈ dH(Ju − σ), (11)
regarded as a conservation law of the modified symmetry current J = Ju − σ.
Now, let us turn to gauge theory of principal connections on a principal bundle P → X
with a structure Lie group G. Let J1P be the first order jet manifold of P → X and
C = J1P/G→ X (12)
the quotient of P with respect to the canonical action of G on P [6, 7]. There is one-to-one
correspondence between the principal connections on P → X and the sections of the fibre
bundle C (12), called the connection bundle. Given an atlas Ψ of P , the connection bundle
C is provided with bundle coordinates (xλ, arµ) such that, for any its section A, the local
functions Arµ = a
r
µ ◦ A are coefficients of the familiar local connection form. From the
physical viewpoint, A is a gauge potential.
The infinitesimal generators of one-parameter groups of gauge transformations of the
principal bundle P are G-invariant vertical vector fields on P . There is one-to-one corre-
spondence between these vector fields and the sections of the quotient VGP = V P/G→ X
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of the vertical tangent bundle V P of P → X with respect to the canonical action of G on
P . The typical fibre of VGP is the right Lie algebra g of the Lie group G, acting on this
typical fibre by the adjoint representation. Given an atlas Ψ of P and a basis {ǫr} for the
Lie algebra g, we obtain the fibre bases {er} for VGP . If ξ = ξ
pep and η = η
qeq are sections
of VGP → X , their bracket is
[ξ, η] = crpqξ
pηqer,
where crpq are the structure constants of g. Note that the connection bundle C (12) is
an affine bundle modelled over the vector bundle T ∗X ⊗ VGP , and elements of C are
represented by local VGP -valued 1-forms a
r
µdx
µ⊗ er. The infinitesimal generators of gauge
transformations of the connection bundle C → X are vertical vector fields
ξC = (∂µξ
r + crpqa
p
µξ
q)∂µr . (13)
The connection bundle C → X admits the canonical VGP -valued 2-form
F = (darµ ∧ dx
µ +
1
2
crpqa
p
λa
q
µdx
λ ∧ dxµ)⊗ er, (14)
which is the curvature of the canonical connection on the principal bundle C ×P → C [6].
Given a section A of C → X , the pull-back
FA = A
∗F =
1
2
F rλµdx
λ ∧ dxµ ⊗ er, F
r
λµ = ∂λA
r
µ − ∂µA
r
λ + c
r
pqA
p
λA
q
µ, (15)
of F onto X is the strength form of a gauge potential A.
Turn now to the CS forms. Let Ik(ǫ) = br1...rkǫ
r1 · · · ǫrk be a G-invariant polynomial of
degree k > 1 on the Lie algebra g written with respect to its basis {ǫr}, i.e.,
∑
j
br1...rkǫ
r1 · · · crjpqǫ
p · · · ǫrk = kbr1...rkc
r1
pqǫ
pǫr2 · · · ǫrk = 0.
Let us associate to I(ǫ) the closed gauge-invariant 2k-form
P2k(F) = br1...rkF
r1 ∧ · · · ∧ Frk (16)
on C. Let A be a section of C → X . Then, the pull-back
P2k(FA) = A
∗P2k(F) (17)
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of P2k(F) is a closed characteristic form on X . Recall that the de Rham cohomology of
C equals that of X since C → X is an affine bundle. It follows that P2k(F) and P2k(FA)
possess the same cohomology class
[P2k(F)] = [P2k(FA)] (18)
for any principal connection A. Thus, Ik(ǫ) 7→ [P2k(FA)] ∈ H
∗(X) is the familiar Weil
homomorphism.
Let B be a fixed section of the connection bundle C → X . Given the characteristic
form P2k(FB) (17) on X , let the same symbol stand for its pull-back onto C. By virtue
of the equality (18), the difference P2k(F) − P2k(FB) is an exact form on C. Moreover,
similarly to the well-known transgression formula on a principal bundle P , one can obtain
the following transgression formula on C:
P2k(F)− P2k(FB) = dS2k−1(B), (19)
S2k−1(B) = k
1∫
0
P2k(t, B)dt, (20)
P2k(t, B) = br1...rk(a
r1
µ1
−Br1µ1)dx
µ1 ∧ Fr2(t, B) ∧ · · · ∧ Frk(t, B),
Frj(t, B) = [d(tarjµj + (1− t)B
rj
µj
) ∧ dxµj +
1
2
crjpq(ta
p
λj
+ (1− t)Bpλj )(ta
q
µj
+ (1− t)Bqµj )dx
λj ∧ dxµj ]⊗ er.
Its pull-back by means of a section A of C → X gives the transgression formula
P2k(FA)− P2k(FB) = dS2k−1(A,B)
on X . For instance, if P2k(FA) is the characteristic Chern 2k-form, then S2k−1(A,B) is
the familiar CS (2k − 1)-form. Therefore, we agree to call S2k−1(B) (20) the CS form on
the connection bundle C. In particular, one can choose the local section B = 0. Then,
S2k−1 = S2k−1(0) is the local CS form. Let S2k−1(A) denote its pull-back onto X by means
of a section A of C → X . Then, the CS form S2k−1(B) admits the decomposition
S2k−1(B) = S2k−1 − S2k−1(B) + dK2k−1(B). (21)
Let J1C be the first order jet manifold of the connection bundle C → X equipped with
the adapted coordinates (xλ, arµ, a
r
λµ). Let us consider the pull-back of the CS form (20)
onto J1C denoted by the same symbol S2k−1(B), and let
S2k−1(B) = h0S2k−1(B) (22)
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be its horizontal projection. This is given by the formula
S2k−1(B) = k
1∫
0
P2k(t, B)dt,
P2k(t, B) = br1...rk(a
r1
µ1
− Br1µ1)dx
µ1 ∧ F r2(t, B) ∧ · · · ∧ F rk(t, B),
F rj(t, B) =
1
2
[ta
rj
λjµj
+ (1− t)∂λjB
rj
µj
− ta
rj
µjλj
− (1− t)∂µjB
rj
λj
) +
1
2
crjpq(ta
p
λj
+ (1− t)Bpλj )(ta
q
µj
+ (1− t)Bqµj ]dx
λj ∧ dxµj ⊗ er.
Now, let us consider the CS gauge model on a (2k − 1)-dimensional base manifold X
whose Lagrangian
LCS = S2k−1(B) (23)
is the CS form (22) on J1C. Clearly, this Lagrangian is not gauge-invariant. Let ξC (13)
be the infinitesimal generator of gauge transformations of the connection bundle C. Its jet
prolongation onto J1C is
J1ξC = ξ
r
µ∂
µ
r + dλξ
r
µ∂
λµ
r .
The Lie derivative of the Lagrangian LCS along J
1ξC reads
LJ1ξCS2k−1(B) = J
1ξC⌋d(h0S2k−1(B)) = LJ1ξC(h0S2k−1(B)). (24)
A direct computation shows that
LJ1ξC (h0S2k−1(B)) = h0(LξCS2k−1(B)) = h0(ξC⌋dS2k−1(B) + d(ξC⌋S2k−1(B)) =
h0(ξC⌋dS2k−1(B) + dH(h0(ξC⌋S2k−1(B)).
By virtue of the transgression formula (19), we have
d(ξC⌋dS2k−1(B)) = LξC (dS2k−1(B)) = LξCP2k(F) = 0.
It follows that ξC⌋dS2k−1(B) is a closed form on C, i.e.,
ξC⌋dS2k−1(B) = dψ + ϕ,
where ϕ is a non-exact (2k − 1)-form on X . Moreover, ϕ = 0 since P (F), k > 1, does not
contain terms linear in darµ. Hence, the Lie derivative (24) takes the form (10) where
LJ1ξCS2k−1(B) = dHσ, σ = h0(ψ + ξC⌋S2k−1(B)).
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As a consequence, CS theory with the Lagrangian (23) admits the conservation law (11).
In a more general setting, one can consider the sum of the CS Lagrangian (23) and
some gauge-invariant Lagrangian. For instance, let G be a semi-simple group and aG the
Killing form on g. Let
P (F) =
h
2
aGmnF
m ∧ Fn (25)
be the second Chern form up to a constant multiple. Given a section B of C → X , the
transgression formula (19) on C reads
P (F)− P (FB) = dS3(B), (26)
where S3(B) is the CS 3-form up to a constant multiple. Let us consider the gauge model
on a 3-dimensional base manifold whose Lagrangian is the sum L = LCS + Linv of the CS
Lagrangian
LCS = h0(S3(B)) = [
1
2
haGmnε
αβγamα (F
n
βγ −
1
3
cnpqa
p
βa
q
γ) (27)
−
1
2
haGmnε
αβγBmα (F (B)
n
βγ −
1
3
cnpqB
p
βB
q
γ)− dα(ha
G
mnε
αβγamβ B
n
γ )]d
3x,
F = h0F =
1
2
F rλµdx
λ ∧ dxµ ⊗ er, F
r
λµ = a
r
λµ − a
r
µλ + c
r
pqa
p
λa
q
µ,
and some gauge-invariant Lagrangian
Linv = Linv(x
λ, arµ, a
r
λµ, z
A, zAλ )d
3x (28)
of gauge potentials a and matter fields z. Then, the first variational formula (6) on-shell
takes the form
LJ1ξCLCS ≈ dH(JCS + Jinv), (29)
where JCS is the Noether current of the CS Lagrangian (27) and Jinv is that of the gauge-
invariant Lagrangian (28). A simple calculation gives
LJ1ξCLCS = −dα(ha
G
mnε
αβγ(∂βξ
manγ + (∂βξ
m + cmpqa
p
βξ
q)Bnγ ))d
3x,
JαCS = ha
G
mnε
αβγ(∂βξ
m + cmpqa
p
βξ
q)(anγ − B
n
γ ).
Substituting these expressions into the weak equality (29), we come to the conservation
law
0 ≈ dα[ha
G
mnε
αβγ(2∂βξ
manγ + c
m
pqa
p
ba
n
γξ
q) + Jα
inv
]
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of the modified Noether current
J = haGmnε
αβγ(2∂βξ
manγ + c
m
pqa
p
ba
n
γξ
q) + Jαinv.
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